


Copy 

40 words copy 

A Mel Brooks style parody mixed with a steamy costume drama in this laughter-filled production 
of the D.H. Lawrence novel. Long contemplative looks into the middle distance, touching drama, 
plenty of farce and a gentle stroke of innuendo.


70 words copy  

A Mel Brooks style parody mixed with a steamy costume drama in this laughter-filled production 
of the D.H. Lawrence novel.

 

Lady Chatterley welcomes home her husband, Clifford, from a war that left the world in tatters. 
With Clifford’s legs also in tatters, he arrives confined to a wheelchair and clutching his secret.

 

As the couple grow apart Constance falls into a passionate & curiously experimental affair with 
estate gamekeeper: Mellors.


100 words copy 

A Mel Brooks style parody mixed with a steamy costume drama in this laughter-filled production 
of the D.H. Lawrence novel.

 

Lady Chatterley welcomes home her husband, Clifford, from a war that has left the world in 
tatters. With Clifford’s legs also in tatters, he arrives at Wragby Hall confined to a wheelchair and 
clutching his secret.

 

As the couple grow apart Constance falls into a passionate, sexual and curiously experimental 
affair with estate gamekeeper: Mellors.

 

There will be long contemplative looks into the middle distance, moments of touching drama, 
plenty of farce and a gentle stroke of innuendo.




One line 

A saucy and subversive parody that stays true to the classic novel.


Sound Bites  
Subversive, inventive and as witty as it is rude.

Watertight pace and perfect comic-timing.

Subtle twists to archetypal moments.


Buzz words 
Farcical, tongue-in-cheek, saucy, dry, charming, fresh, inventive, creative, playful, irreverent.


If you like…then you’ll love Not: Lady C 
Play That Goes Wrong, Young Frankenstein, Airplane, Naked Gun, Hunderby, Told by An Idiot.


Selling Points 
A chance to re-live the classic novel, but in a fresh and comedic way that will make you laugh out 
loud. 

Coming off the back of a successful run at The Edinburgh Fringe.

Different styles of comedy that has proven to entertain mum and dad, children (16+) and 
grandparents, all in the same night. (See our audience feedback videos – www.youtube.com/
happyidiotproduction )

An excellent script developed with the help of established theatre companies and actors (Told by 
An Idiot, Gecko, Groundlings, Laurence Pears (The Play That Goes Wrong). 

Classically trained actors that bring truth to each dramatic moment and perfectly timed shifts into 
comedy.


Synopsis 
Following the story-line of Lady Chatterley’s Lover, but with some twists along the way; there will 
be long contemplative looks into the middle distance, moments of touching drama, plenty of farce 
and a gentle stroke of innuendo.


Lord Clifford Chatterley comes home to his wife, Constance (Lady Chatterley) from a war that has 
left the world in tatters. With his legs also left in tatters, Clifford returns to Wragby Hall confined to 
a wheelchair.


Despite Clifford’s impotence, a subject that all struggle to avoid; it is his duty as a man to have an 
heir. However, with the added pressure of being a success in his intellectual and industrial 
pursuits, Clifford and Constance become distanced, leading to a passionate, sexual and curiously 
experimental affair between Lady Chatterley and the estate gamekeeper: Mellors.


Expect high drama, high comedy and highly raised eyebrows in what will be a fantastic show for 
those who know the novel as well as those who are coming to it for the first time.


Age Reference 
16+ (includes swearing and scenes of a sexual nature) 


Videos 
www.youtube.com/happyidiotproduction 


Please note an updated trailer will be sent in due course. 


Images 
Attached and found in the shared Google Drive.

If you need any other sizes, please let us know. 

Image credits - Photos by Michael Wharley, Design by Rebecca Pitt. 
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